Function of a Tagger
Remove ambiguity (lexical phase) First 
Data-driven tagging methods
Types of data-driven taggers used in this research Constantly extending the lexicon to minimize unknown words not practical New words constantly being introduced into a language New words constantly being introduced into a language Good quality unknown word guesser is essential to develop a high accuracy tagger. Class is guessed based on the words morphological suffix Class is guessed based on the words morphological suffix After finding the suffix (and the word class) the stem is extracted from the word (stem+suffix) All possible suffixes for the stem are generated and searched until finding a word in the same morphological class.
Unknown word guessing

Compound analysis Removes prefixes from the word and searches in the lexicon
If not it sends it to the morphological analysis. Example: nýfaeddur -> looks up 'faeddur' and gives 'nýfaeddur' the same tag.
It Performs (continue..)
Ending analysis (Less accurate)
Used if nothing was found by morphological nor compound analysis fails Uses the end of the word to look up in a ending lexicon (hand-written and generated ending from a corpus) Example -> bleðillinn -> based on the ending 'llinn' we get the four tags 'nkeng_nkeog_lkensf_lkeosf' only the first tag is correct so you see how unaccurate it is unaccurate it is Last important feature -Tagging profile gaps When word has some missing tags in its set of possible tags. For each noun, adjective or verb of a particular morphological class, IceMorphy generates all missing tags with all the methods above.
Konu 'woman' comes with only nveo tag, the methods detects from the suffix 'u' that it's a feminine noun class and it has the same form in singular accusative, dative and genitive. So it adds nveþ and nvee to the word First step of the disambiguation is to identify idioms (í. Orðatiltaeki) F.ex. bigrams and trigrams (they often get tagged ambiguously)
For example: "of the", "in the", "to the" etc… Identified by examining lexical forms of adjacent words Extracted all trigrams from the IFD corpus that occurred at least ten times with the same tag sequence with the same tag sequence Hand constructed a list of unambiguous bigrams from a test corpora based on IFD.
Second step of the disambiguation is identifying phrasal-verb
Word that are adjacent in text (f.ex verb-particle pair: fara út 'go out') Where the particle is an adverb (because it's associated with a particulate verb) but not a preposition Automatically generated from IFD corpus
IceTagger -Disambiguation Process
Third step is application of local elimination rules Purpose is to eliminate inappropriate tags from words Example -> við vorum alltaf ein 'we were always alone' við can have following five tags: ao_aþ_fp1fn_aa_nkeo For example a rule for preposition <condition> = R1.isOnlyWordClass(Verb) eliminates prepositions tags in this context because the following word is a verb, leaving fp1fn_aa_nkeo.
When disambiguation has finished every sentence is sent to the Heuristics module Its purpose is to perform Grammatical function analysis Guess prepositional phrases Guess prepositional phrases Use acquired knowledge to force feature agreement where appropriate
